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Preface

Classically, all prior extrusion books are based on barrel rotation physics. Literature developed over the past 15 years has led to this first book to be published
based on the actual physics of the process—screw rotation physics. After the theories and the math models are developed in the first nine chapters, the models are
then used to solve actual commercial problems in the remainder of the book. Realistic case studies are unique in that they describe the problem as viewed by the
plant engineers and provide the actual dimensions of the screws. Knowledge is
developed using a series of hypotheses that are developed and then tested, which
allows a series of technical solutions. Several actual solutions are proposed with
the final results that solve the problem then clearly presented. Overall, there is not
a book on the market with this level of detail and disclosure. New knowledge in
this book will be highly useful for production engineers, technical service engineers working with customers, consultants specializing in troubleshooting and
process design, and process researchers and designers that are responsible for
processes that run at maximum rates and maximum profitability.
Debugging and troubleshooting single-screw extruders is an important skill set
for plant engineers since all machines will eventually have a deterioration in their
performance or a catastrophic failure. Original design performance must be restored
as quickly as possible to mitigate production losses. With troubleshooting know
ledge and a fundamental understanding of the process, the performance of the
extruder can be restored in a relatively short time, minimizing the economic loss
to the plant. Common root causes and their detection are provided. Hypothesis
testing is outlined in Chapter 10 and is used throughout the troubleshooting chapters to identify the root causes. Elimination of the root cause is provided by offering
the equipment owner several technical solutions, allowing the owner to choose the
level of risk associated with the process modification. Mechanical failures are also
common with single-screw extruders, and the common problems are identified.
Illustrations are provided with the problems along with many numerical simulations of the case studies. Collectively, these instruct the reader on how to determine and solve many common extrusion problems. About 100 case studies and
defects are identified in the book with acceptable technical solutions. Lastly, we
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hope that this book provides the information and technology that is required for
the understanding, operation, and troubleshooting of single-screw extruders.
Gregory A. Campbell
Mark A. Spalding

The views and opinions expressed in this book are soley those of the authors and contributors. These
views and opinions do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of any affiliated individuals, companies,
or trade associations.

